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The family of trigonometric polynomials, discussed below, is defined (in the natural angular

coordinates

x ∈ R(mod2π), y ∈ R(mod2π)

on the two dimensional torus T 2) by the six–parametrical expression

(∗) f(x, y) = a cos x + b sin x + c cos y + d sin y + p cos(x + y) + q sin(x + y).

The trigonometric polynomials of this family, having the most complicated topological struc-

ture, have 6 critical points.

These functions are classified below up to the actions of the following groups: two func-

tions are called to be topologically equivalent, if one is transformed to the other by two smooth

diffeomorphisms of the manifolds T 2 and R (of the preimages and of the images of mapping

f : T 2 → R).

We shall suppose, that the images’ diffeomorphisms (“dependent variable changes”) preserve

the orientation of the real line, and that the preimages’ spaces’ diffeomorphism is homotopic

to the identity mapping of the torus, (that is belongs to connected component Diff0(T
2) of the

identity in the group Diff(T 2) of the diffeomorphisms of the torus onto itself).

We shall see, that the trigonometric polynomials which have 6 nondegenerated critical points

and six different critical values (that might be fixed at points {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) form 6 equivalence

classes of topologically different functions, while the general Morse functions on the torus, having

six critical points and six fixed critical values, form an infinite set of the equivalence classes of

functions (with respect to the Diff0-equivalence).

With respect to the Diff-equivalence all these functions form only 16 classes (of which only 6

are represented by some trigonometric polynomials (∗)).

All these unexpected results suggest, that in the 16–th Hilbert’s problem (on the topologi-

cal classification of real algebraic manifolds) one would ask to classify topologically rather the

defining polynomials, than the real hypersurfaces of their zeros.

This classification of the polynomials seems to be unknown already for the degree 4 poly-

nomials of 2 variables. The corresponding classification of the smooth functions, having the

same number of critical points, provides 17746 topological equivalence classes. Perhaps only few

hundreds of these classes contain degree 4 polynomials.

The beginnings of the topological classification of the smooth functions had been described

in my Dubna lectures for the highschool children, in July of 2005 (see also the papers [1], [2],

[3], [4]). I shall describe in the present article only some (strange) facts, discovered at the ICTP

of Miramare, were I have studied the example (∗), which had been mentioned at Dubna as a

problem for the students.

I shall start from some elementary remarks, whose place should be in the calculus textbooks

(which are strangely missing them).
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Let f : Cn → C be a holomorphic function.

Definition 1. The holomorphic conjugate function f̂ of f is defined by the actions of two

complex conjugations: one on the preimages’ space, the other on the images’ space:

f̂(z) = f(z̄).

This holomorphic conjugate function of a holomorphic function is itself holomorphic: when-

ever

f(z) = a0 + a1z + a2z
2 + . . . ,

one has

f̂(z) = ā0 + ā1z + ā2z
2 + . . . .

The critical points of holomorphic function f remain critical for the holomorphic conjugate

function f̂ , since the equation a1 = 0 is equivalent to ā1 = 0.

Definition 2. The holomorphic real part of holomorphic function f is its arithmetical mean

with its holomorphic conjugate function:

HRe f = (f + f̂)/2.

A critical point z of a holomorphic function is critical also for its holomorphical real part

(being critical for the complex conjugate function).

Example.

HRe eiz = cos z.

Indeed, for z = u + iv we have

êiz = ei(u−iv) = eveiu = eve−iu,

e−iz = e−i(u+iv) = eve−iu,

and thus

HRe eiz = (eiz + e−iz)/2.

Remark 1. If on the real points subspace the values of two holomorphic functions restrictions

are everywhere equal:

(HRe f)(z) = g(z) for any z ∈ Rn,

then they coincide everywhere in the complex space, too: HRe f = g.

Indeed, two holomorphic functions, coinciding for the real values of the arguments, coincide

everywhere.

Remark 2. The functions, considered above, were holomorphic on the whole space.
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But one would be able to do similar things for the more general situation, where the con-

nected definition domain of holomorphic function f is symmetric with respect to the complex

conjugation, z → z̄, (provided that the intersection of this definition domain with the real points

submanifold is not void in the situation of Remark 1).

Remark 3. One defines similarly the holomorphic imaginary part,

HIm f = (f − f̂)/(2i),

for which

f = HRe f + i HIm f.

The standard algebraic identities are obvious:

f̂ + g = f̂ + ĝ, f̂ g = f̂ ĝ,

HRe (fg) = (HRe f)(HRe g) − (HIm f)(HIm g),

HIm (fg) = (HRe f)(HIm g) + (HIm f)(HRe g).

The first (strange) result of the present paper is

Theorem 1. The Morse function (∗) on the torus T 2 can’t have more, than 6 real critical

points.

I had wrongly announced earlier, that the maximum is 8 (in [2]).

Proof. The fact, that the number of the real critical points can’t exceed 8, had been proved

in the paper [2], using the rational parametrization of the circle,

cos θ =
1 − t2

1 + t2
, sin θ =

2t

1 + t2
.

The Bézout theorem, applied to the critical points equations for the continuation of the

trigonometric polynomial

f : RP 1 × RP 1 → R

to the algebraic manifold,

f : CP 1 × CP 1 → C

provides 10 complex critical points on this “complexified torus” (which is also the complex 2–

sphere). But 2 of them (namely (t1 = i, t2 = −i) and (t1 = −i, t2 = i)) are not real (t = i being

the infinitely far point of the complexified circle). Hence the number of the real critical points

of function f can’t exceed 8.

To prove, that it can’t exceed 6, we shall use the holomorphic real parts constructions. Define

3 complex numbers,

A = a + bi, C = c + di, P = p − qi.
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Formula (∗) can be written as

(∗) f = HRe (Ae−ix + Ce−iy + Pei(x+y)),

(explaining the relation of the trigonometric polynomials (∗) to the Coxeter group Ã2).

We shall start with the study of the complex critical points of the holomorphic function of

two complex variables

F (x, y) = Ae−ix + Ce−iy + Pei(x+y).

These critical points are defined by the equations ∂F/∂x = ∂F/∂y = 0, that is

−iAe−ix + iPei(x+y) = 0,

−iCe−iy + iPei(x+y) = 0.

In other words, at the critical point hold the equations

A = Pei(2x+y),

C = Pei(x+2y).

We shall consider three cases.

Case 1. Suppose, that the absolute values of the 3 complex numbers A,B,C are not equal to

the same real number: |A| 6= |P |, or |C| 6= |P |.

In this case the preceding formulae show the absence of any real critical point (x, y). The

complex critical points do exist, if P 6= 0.

In this case they are provided by the expressions

2x + y =
1

i
ln

A

P
, 2y + x =

1

i
ln

C

P
,

that is the coordinates of the critical point are

x = (−i/3) ln(A2/(PC)), y = (−i/3) ln(C2/(PA)).

Conclusion. If P 6= 0 (and |A| 6= |P |, or |C| 6= |P |), then there exists a nonreal critical point

(x, y) of function F .

The multivaluedness of the complex logarithm provides even several such complex points

(their coordinates differences being integer multiples of 2π/3 for the real parts of x and of y).

The nonreal critical point of holomorphic function F , discovered above, is a nonreal critical

point for its holomorphic real part HRe F = f , that is for the trigonometric polynomial (∗).

Thus the number of the real critical points is smaller, than 8. Being even (for any Morse

function on the torus, since the Euler characteristics of the torus is even), it can’t exceed 6.

The statement of Theorem 1 is therefore proved in case 1, provided that P 6= 0.
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Case 2. P = 0. Choosing the origin of the system of coordinates (x, y) on the real torus T 2,

we reduce our trigonometric polynomial to the form

f = |A| cos x + |C| cos y.

For this polynomial the number of the critical points on the torus is 4:

(x = ±π/2, y = ±π/2) (the signs being independent).

Case 3. |A| = |C| = |P | > 0. It suffices to consider the case |P | = 1. We denote by α, β and

γ the arguments of the coefficients

A = eiα, C = eiβ , P = eiγ .

The real shift of the origin

x = x̃ + u, y = ỹ + v,

reduces the linear combination of 3 harmonics

F = Ae−ix + Ce−iy + Pei(x+y)

to the form

F = Ãe−ix̃ + C̃e−iỹ + P̃ ei(x̃+ỹ),

where the new coefficients are

Ã = Ae−iu, C̃ = Ce−iv, P̃ = Pei(u+v).

Let us choose the values of u and v in such a way, that arg P̃ = 0, arg Ã = arg C̃:

u = (α − β − γ)/2, v = (β − α − γ)/2.

We have thus reduced function F to the form

F (x, y) = eiδ(e−ix̃ + e−iỹ) + ei(x̃+ỹ),

where 2δ = α + β + γ.

Denoting the new coordinates simply by x and y, we write the initial trigonometric polynomial

in the form of sum of three cosines:

f = cos(x − δ) + cos(y − δ) + cos(x + y).

Lemma. This trigonometric polynomial has on the real torus T 2 exactly four critical points

(counting them with their multiplicities).

Proof. Write the critical points equations, fx = fy = 0, in the form of the system ((1),(2)),

which is equivalent to the system ((1),(3)):

(1) − sin(x − δ) = sin(x + y),
(2) − sin(y − δ) = sin(x + y),
(3) sin(x − δ) = sin(y − δ).
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The first equation means, that (modulo 2π) one has either the relation (4), or (5):

(4) δ − x = x + y,
(5) x + y + (δ − x) = π.

We rewrite these two relations in the form of the pair

(6) 2x + y = δ,
(7) y = π − δ.

Similarly, the equation (3) means, that (modulo 2π) holds one of the two relations

(8) x = y,
(9) x + y = π + 2δ.

To count the critical points, we solve independently the 4 resulting systems of equations:

((6), (8)) : 3x = δ, y = x ∈ {δ/3, 2π/3 + δ/3, −2π/3 + δ/3};
((6), (9)) : x = π − δ, y = 3δ;
((7), (8)) : x = π − δ, y = π − δ;
((7), (9)) : x = 3δ, y = π − δ.

Thus, the total number of the critical points is 3 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 6 (all the 6 being different for

generic δ).

The lemma is thus proved.

Together with the preceding study of the cases 1 and 2, this reasoning proves, that the

trigonometric Morse polynomial (∗) can’t have more, than 6 real critical points on the torus

T 2.

We have thus proved Theorem 1.

The topological structure of a Morse function is described in the papers [1] and [2] in terms

of an ordered graph, whose vertices represent the critical points of the function (ordered by the

inequalities between the critical values).

Any point of this graph is a connected component of the level variety of the function. The

noncritical levels’ components form the edges of the graph.

Theorem 2. The ordered graph of the Morse function (∗) on the torus T 2, having 6 critical

points, can have only one of the following two shapes (from the list of the 16 shapes, possible

for the smooth functions on the torus, having 6 critical points, according to paper [2]):

The ordering of the 6 vertices is defined here by the inqualities between the heights of the

representing points.
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Proof. According to paper [2], the level lines of trigonometric polynomial (∗) on the algebraic

surface CP 1 × CP 1 are elliptic curves.

By the Harnack theorem, a real elliptic curve can’t have more, than 2 connected components.

It follows, that the height of each of two end–points of the graph, which are far from the cycle

of the graph, can’t be separated from the height of the branching point of the graph, connected

to them, by the height of any other branching point.

This property excludes most graphs of the list of the 16 graphs of [2], possible for the Morse

functions of the torus T 2, having 6 critical points. Together with the two graphs of Theorem 2,

there remain only 2 other possibilities:

D

C

AB

Lemma. The ordered graph of a Morse trigonometric polynomial (∗) can’t have any of these

two shapes.

Proof. Consider, for instance, the left graph. Point A divides the graph into two connected

parts. Therefore, the component of a level curve of trigonometric polynomial (∗), represented

in the graph by point A, should be homological to 0 in the torus.

Indeed, it would bound the (topological) disc, filled by these components of the level curves

of trigonometric polynomial (∗), which are represented in the graph of the polynomial by the

points of the part of the graph, separated from its cycle by point A.

The topological structure of the decomposition of this disc into the components of the level

curves in unambiguously defined by the graph:
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The closed curve B would bound on the torus a neighbourhood of the local minimum point

(similar to the crater of the mountain Vesuve). Choose any point (x0, y0) in this neighbourhood

and consider the torus meridian curve {x = x0}, containing this point.

This meridian crosses each of the closed curves A and B, surrounding the chosen point, at

least twice. Therefore, the corresponding level line of the trigonometric polynomial (∗) would

contain 4 different points with equal values of coordinate x (equal to x0).

But for any fixed value of x any function (∗) of variable y is some first order harmonics,

r cos(y + const). This function on the circle attains (at most) twice each value. Therefore, the

suggested ordered graph is impossible for a trigonometric polynomial (∗).

The right hand graph’s impossibility is proved similarly.

We have thus proved the Lemma, and hence Theorem 2 is proved.

Corollary. All the trigonometric Morse polynomial (∗) having 6 critical points (with critical

values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) belong to only two classes of topological equivalence (defined by the whole

group of the diffeomorphisms Diff(T 2) of the 2–torus).

Namely, each of these two classes contains the trigonometric polynomials (∗), whose ordered

graph is either the left or the right graph of Theorem 2 (that is, if the numbers of the local

minima and of the local maxima points are either (1,2) (for the left graph) or (2,1) (for the right

graph)).

Proof. All the Morse functions, having 6 critical points, with critical levels {1, 2, . . . , 6} on

the 2–torus, whose ordered graphs are isomorphic to each other, are Diff–equivalent: the graph

is defining such a function up to a diffeomorphism of the torus.

I leave to the readers the pleasure to publish the proof of this simple fact (which should be

done for a more general situation, considering any numbers of critical points of functions on any

two-dimensional manifold, and even more general situations).
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However, the answer is completely different, if to classify functions on M we shall allow only

those diffeomorphisms of M , which are homotopical to identity (or if we replace the equiva-

lences defining group Diff(M) by its identity element connected component Diff0(M), another

interesting choice being the orientation preserving diffeomorphisms group Diff+(M)).

The answer for the case of the Diff0(T
2)-classification is very different from Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. The Morse functions f : T 2 → R with 6 critical points (having critical values

1, 2, . . . , 6) whose ordered graph is one of the two graphs of Theorem 2, form an infinite set of

Diff0(T
2)–equivalence classes.

Namely, these classes are distinguished by the invariant ±[c], defined below.

Proof. Consider a generic point c on the cycle of the graph of our function f : T 2 → R:

cc'

c

T2

The corresponding simple closed curve on the torus T 2 does not divide the torus, the point c

of the graph being not dividing the graph into parts.

This simple closed curve can belong to any indivisible homotopy class mα + nβ (α being the

class of the torus parallel (y = const) and β of the meridian (x = const), the coefficients m and

n being relatively prime integers, (p, q) = 1).

There is an infinite set of such indivisible classes, proving the infinite set of Diff0–nonequivalent

functions, having isomorphic oriented graphs (and even being Diff–equivalent to each other).

Remark. One might orient the curve c, choosing on torus a symplectic structure (say, the

area form dx ∧ dy). The noncritical level curve f(x, y) = const carries the nowhere vanishing

Hamilton vector–field ( fy∂/∂x − fx∂/∂y), tangent to the curve and orienting it.

The cycle of the graph shows, that the level curve f(x, y) = f(c), of which c is a connected

component, consists of two components, c and c′. The homology classes [c], [c′] of these two

oriented curves are opposite to each other, since their sum [c] + [c′] bounds a disc (where the

values of the function are greater, than at c, for our choice of the graph). There is no intrinsic

choice between c and c′.

Therefore, the invariant, distinguishing the Diff0(T
2)–classes, is rather ±[c], than the homol-

ogy class [c] itself. However, the set of such pairs is still infinite, therefore our reasoning proves

Theorem 3 even if we would replace [c] by ±[c] to avoid the nonintrinsic choice of the cicle’s

orientation.
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Theorem 4. Among the infinite set of the Diff0–equivalence classes of Theorem 3 only 6

special classes contain trigonometric polynomials (∗).

Namely, the distinguishing nonoriented cycle ±[c], defined in the preceding prof of Theorem

3, is, for trigonometric polynomial (∗), one of the following three special cycles (each of the 3

cases being attained for some choice of the 6 coefficients (a, b, . . . , q)):

• the parallel α (y = const),

• the meridian β (x = const),

• the diagonal α − β (x + y = const).

Proof. We start with the

Lemma. If the homology class of the cycle c for a trigonometrical polynomial (∗) is mα+nβ,

then |m| ≤ 1 and |n| ≤ 1.

Proof. In the opposite case the cycle c would have the intersection number with either the

parallel of the meridian, whose modulus is greater, than 1.

In this case the number of the intersection points of this parallel (meridian) with the whole

level curve c+ c′ would be at least 4. But this contradicts the formula (∗) (as we have explained

in the proof of Theorem 2 and of its Lemma).

Thus, any of the cases |m| > 1, |n| > 1 is impossible for the trigonometric polynomials (∗).

Therefore, there remain at most 8 possibilities for the homology classes of the curve c:

±α, ±β, ±(α + β), ±(α − β).

They form a square with sides of lengths 2:

n

mα

β

As we shall see now, only 6 of these 8 possibilities are realized by the trigonometric polynomials

(∗): the cases ±[c] = ±[α + β] are excluded for the functions (∗), related to the affine Coxeter

group Ã2.

We shall start from some elementary group theory. Consider a plane R2 with the basis (ξ, η).

We construct the triple (ξ, η, ζ = −ξ − η) of vectors of the plane.
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Lemma. The symmetric group S(3) of the 6 permutations of three vectors (ξ, η, ζ) is repre-

sented by the following 6 linear operators: A,A2, B,AB,A2B,A3 on the plane.

We choose the cyclic third order permutation ξ 7→ η 7→ ζ 7→ ξ to construct the generating

operator A, for which Aξ = η, Aη = −ξ − η. Its matrix is therefore (in the basis (ξ, η))

A =

(
0 −1
1 −1

)
.

We have then A2 =

(
−1 1
−1 0

)
, A3 = 1, Aζ = ξ.

The transposition matrix B =

(
0 1
1 0

)
permutes ξ and η, leaving ζ fixed. We compute the

rest:

AB = BA2 =

(
−1 0
−1 1

)
, BA = A2B =

(
1 −1
0 −1

)
.

This list ends the proof of the Lemma. We shall use below also the conjugated representation

in the dual space, whose matrices are the conjugated inverted matrices of the representation of

the Lemma (if we use the standard basis of the dual plane).

The orbit of the basic vector ξ under the representation of the Lemma consists of the 3 vectors

(ξ, η, ζ). The opposite 3 vectors form a different orbit. The hexagon, that we need in the space

of functions, is formed by these two orbits.

To act by the representation of the Lemma in the space of the functions, we start from the

conjugated action in the dual space, which might be identified with the covering plane of our

torus T 2 or with its homology space, consisting of the 1–cycles.

The conjugated representation matrices are

A−1∗ =

(
−1 −1
1 0

)
, (A2)−1∗ =

(
0 1
−1 −1

)
, B−1∗ =

(
−1 −1
1 0

)
,

(AB)−1∗ =

(
−1 −1
0 1

)
, (BA)−1∗ =

(
1 0
−1 −1

)
, (A−1∗)3 = 1.

Therefore, the diffeomorphism A−1∗, acting on the function as A, sends

e−ix into e−iy, e−iy into ei(x+y),

ei(x+y) into e−ix.

The other 5 matrices of the conjugated representations are, similarly, permuting the same

three exponents.

Thus, the six–parametrical family (∗) of the trigonometric polynomials on the real 2–torus T 2

is sent to itself by the actions of these 6 diffeomorphisms (A−1∗, B−1∗, . . . ) of the torus onto

itself.

The matrices, written above, show the action of these diffeomorphisms on the cycles:

A−1∗α = β − α, A−1∗β = −α,
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A−1∗(α + β) = β − 2α.

We observe, that, if the cycle c, defined by a nondividing component of the level curve of

a trigonometric polynomial (∗), would have the homology class α + β, its image under the

corresponding diffeomorphism of our group would have an intersection coefficient 2 > 1 with the

parallel of the torus.

But the cycle A−1∗c is the homology class of a nondividing component of a level curve of

the trigonometric polynomial of family (∗), transformed by the diffeomorphism A−1∗. This

transformed trigonometric polynomial belongs itself to family (∗) (on which our diffeomorphism

is acting as A, sending function e−ix to function e−iy and e−iy to ei(x+y)).

Therefore, if A−1∗[c] = pα + qβ, one has |m| ≤ 2, |n| ≤ 2 (as we proved above for the cycle of

the nondividing component of any level curve of any function of family (∗)).

It follows, that the homology class α + β can’t be realized by any trigonometric polynomial

(∗), otherwise the class β − 2α would be realizable, too, in contradiction with the Lemma.

Thus, from the 8 integral points of the side of the square of page 11 only the following 6

points are realizable as the homology classes of the nondividing components of level curves of

trigonometric polynomials (∗), having 6 critical points:

±α, ±β, ±(α − β).

n

m

This hexagon is invariant under the action of group S(3): it remains under it inside the square

|m| ≤ 1, |n| ≤ 1 (which is not invariant under this action).

To realize these 3 (up to the signs) cycles, it suffices to choose such special trigonometric

polynomials (∗), for which one of the coefficients dominates the others:

dominating coefficient homology class [c]
b meridian (x = const),
d parallel (y = const),
q diagonal (x + y = const).
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We have thus proved theorem 4.

Remark. The number of the connected components of the manifold of the Morse functions

(∗) on the torus, which have 6 different critical values, is unknown to me.

The number of the Diff0–equivalence classes of all these functions (fixing the 6 critical values)

is only 6. It means, that any two trigonometric polynomials of family (∗), belonging to the same

Diff0–equivalence classs, can be joined by a continued path in the space of the smooth Morse

functions on the torus, having 6 critical points (according to the preceding theorems). However,

I do not know, whether this isotopy can be realized inside the trigonometric polynomials family

(∗); other Morse functions with 6 critical points, than trigonometric polynomials (∗), might be

unavoidable to perform it.

The question, formulated in this remark, is, of course, solvable algorithmically in principle

by the numeric methods of the computer algebra. However, all these powerful methods have at

present contributed almost nothing to the difficult problems of the real algebraic geometry.

The only exception is the recent discovery by my Mexican former student A. Ortiz-Rodriges,

who had found, by the computerized experiments, the maximal number of the ovals of the

parabolic curve on the graph of the degree 4 polynomial in two real variables.

Among the 50 millions of examples of such polynomials (studied by her fast computer in a

year of uninterrupted work at Mexico) she discovered in 2005 three polynomials, for each of

which the number of the closed parabolic curves is 4.

The fact, that it can’t be higher, follows from the Harnack theorem. Examples with 3 closed

parabolic lines are easily provided by the Hamilton systems perturbation theory of celestial

mechanics.

It would be interesting to explain the reasons, why are the 4 parabolic curves polynomials of

degree 4 so “exceptional”: they do form an open set in the space of the polynomials, but this

open set seems to be “small” (in some undefined sense).

For the degree n polynomial A. Ortiz-Rodriges proved the upper bound Cn2 for the number

of the closed parabolic curves, providing also some examples with at least cn2 such curves. But

the ratio C/c is rather big.

The similar ratio is even bigger for the case of the parabolic curves on the algebraic surfaces

of degree n in the projective space RP 3.

In this problem both the upper bound of the parabolic curves ovals number and their numbers

in the Ortiz’s examples are growing like n3, but the upper bound coefficient is many times higher,

than that in the known examples.

Returning to our trigonometric polynomials’ family (∗), one should consider, together with

this family, the higher degree trigonometric polynomials’ families. One might expect interesting
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bounds for the topological characteristics of those trigonometric polynomials, whose Newton

diagrams (replacing the degree notion for the case of many variables) are fixed convex polyhedra.

The Newton diagram is the boundary of the convex hull of the system of the wave vectors

±k ∈ Rn, which generate the trigonometric polynomials, which are the linear combinations of

the harmonics cos(k, x) and sin(k, x) on the torus T n with angular coordinates xs ∈ R(mod2π).

Each affine Coxeter group corresponds to a special symmetries group action on a torus, and

our system (∗) of trigonometric polynomials corresponds to the simplest (hexagonal) Newton

diagram (generalizing the “degree 1” notion) for the affine Coxeter group Ã2 (whose manifesta-

tion in our problem was the action of the representation of the symmetric group S(3) and of its

extensions on the trigonometric polynomials (∗)).

It would be interesting to calculate the influence of the Coxeter affine groups and of the

Newton polyhedra of the trigonometric polynomials on such topological characteristics of these

functions on the torical manifolds. But I can’t guess even the maximal number of the critical

points on the torus of the Morse trigonometric polynomials of given Newton diagram with

respect to a given affine Coxeter group.
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